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F. No. HQ-L6024/22020-EU-!-HQ
Unique ldentification Authority of lndia

{Enrolment and Update-l Division) 
urDAr Head office

Bangla Sahib Road, Behlnd Kali Mandir
Gole Market, New Delhi* 1L0 00L

Dated 3d October 2023

CIRCULAR

Subject Policy for enforcing of Aadhaar {Enrolment and Update} Regulations 2CI16,
processes, standards, guidelines, deta quality, and containing corrupt and
fraudulent practices {Version 4.$ dated 30.A.20n- partial moditication thereof

Please refer to UIDAI circular F. no. HQ-16024/2i2A2O-EA-!-HQ, dated 3A.LL.2A22, on the
alrove subject.

2. ln the said circular, after pxagraph 4, the following paragraph is hereby inserled, namely:*

"4A. Only the e-mail services provided by NIC shall be used for official communications
with the Registrars I Enrolment Agencies and that in case of non-State entffies, their
organisation mail server should be used for email communication. Further, in cases
where such organisational mail servers are used, the email addresses used to
communicate on official matters should be verifled with the entity concerned to establish
its genuineness and a repository maintained of such verified email addresses for
checking whether an email received is from a duly verified address."

3. This issues with the approval of competent authorig.

$igned byPrabhaltaran C R

Dats: 0&'tM023 18:33:17

Rsason: Approved

(Prabhakaran C.R.)
Deputy Director

All DDGs, Regional Offices of UIDAI
All Registrars / Enrolment Agencies

To:

1,
2.

I
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F. No. HQ-16024r2r2020-EU-l-HQ

Policy for enforcing of Aadhaar (Enrolment and Update) Regulations 2016,
Processes, Standards, Guidelines, Data Quality and containing corrupU fraudulent

practices.

(Version-4. 1 dated 3O.LL.2O22)

1. This policy is issued in supersession of the policy for enforcing of Aadhaar (Enrolment and
Update) Regulations 2016, Processes, Standards, Guidelines, Data Quality and containing '

corrupt / fraudulent practices Version 3.0 issued vide Circular F. No. HQ-160241412O20-EU-|
dated 06th April and Version 4.0 issued vide Circular F. No. HQ-t6O24t2t2O2O-EU-t dated
07.LL.2022 and shatl be applicable with effect from 01.12.2022.

2. Appointment of Registrars/Enrolment Agencies and other Service Providers is governed by
Chapter V (Regulation 2L to 26) of the Aadhaar (Enrolment and Update) Regulations 2016.
Regulation 26 of the said Regulations deals with 'Liability of Registrars, enrolling agencies
and other Service Providers and action in case of default' and is reproduced as follows:

"26. Liability of Registrars, enrolling agencies and other Service Providers and
action in case of default- (1) Registrars, enrolling agencies, and other Seruice
Providers, and the superuisors, operators or any other persons or agencies employed
by them shall adhere to all regulations, processes, sfandards, guidelines, and orders
tbsued by the Authority from time to time, and the code of conduct provided in
Schedule V.

(2) The Authority shall monitor the enrolment activities of the Registrars, enrolling
agencies and the operators, superuisors and other personnel associated with
enrolment.

(3) Without prejudice to any other action which may be taken under the Act, for
violation of any Regulation, process, standard, guideline or order, by a Registrar or
Enrolment Agency or any seruice provider or any other person, the Authority may
immediately suspend the activities of such a Registrar or Enrolment Agency or seruice
provider or concerned person, and after holding due enquiry. lt may take steps for
imposition of tinancial disincentives on such a Registrar or Enrolment Agency or
seruice provider or any other person and for cancellation of the credentials, codes and
permissions rssued to them pursuant to the Act or these regulations, or any other
steps as may be specifically provided tor in the terms of engagement with the
Authority."

3. ln addition to above, UIDAI from time to time issues various SOPs/ guidelines/ directions
etc. for implementation of above Regulations by the Registrars/ Enrolment
Agencies/Service Providers etc. engaged in providing Aadhaar enrolment and update
services to the Residents.

4. lmposition of financial disincentives and other administrative actions on the
Registrars/Enrolment Agencies/Service Providers or any personientity engaged in
Aadhaar enrolment and update services in case of non-adherence to regulations,
processes, standards, guidelines and orders stands revised as follows:

i. UIDAI performs various validations & quality checks once the enrollment packet is
uploaded to CIDR by Registrar/Enrolment agency. During these processes erroneous
packets gets rejected. UIDAI also receives resident feedbacl</grievances through
various channels regarding overcharging of residents for enrolmenUupdate. UIDAI has
started taking feedback from enrolled resident by calling/contacting them about their
experience during their Aadhaar enrolment / update. Following are the broad objectives
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and actions proposed for Enforcing of Aadhaar (Enrolment and Update) Regulations
2016, processes, standards, guidelines, Data Quality and containing conupt / fraudulent
practices. To ensure that the interests of the UIDAI and the resident are protected, poor
data quality and deviations from process norms (herein after called deficiencies) are
dis-incentivized. Equally, the disincentives imposed must seek to serve as a deterrent
and provide an opportunity for improvement, but must not become an unsustainable
liability for the enrolment partners.

Specific deficiencies shall attract financial disincentives and administrative actions
whereas performance based periodic review attract administrative action if overall
performance is poor for the period under review.

All. the transactions during the previous month, irrespective of enrolment for new
Aadhaar or update shall be considered for assessing the deficiencies. All the errors
committed by an operator during a month under different heads to be counted and the
action shall be initiated as per the total count of errors during the month.

Tech Operations to notify the operators who were found exceeded the threshold limit
fixed for disassociation of operator lD, on the day of report generation and the operators
should be disassociated from backend on the next day to avoid chance for more
rejection of packets created by such operators and inconvenience to the residents.

ln case of grave error as detailed in the following tables, UIDAI (RO/Tech Centre) shall
dissociate the operator and inform the Registrar for taking appropriate action.

Registrar should suspend the operator within 15 days, and inform RO about the action
taken on the operator. Failing which suspension will be carried out by UIDAI RO.

ln case of operationa! errors commifted at the time of enrolment, as detailed in the
below table, UIDAI (ROffech Centre) shall disassociate the Operator and inform the
Registrar for taking appropriate action. Registrar to take appropriate decision about
suspension/ retraining / reactivation of the operator.

ln case the operator/supervisor is an employee of the Registrar (Banks, post offices and
state governments), instead of suspension of operator/supervisor, Registrar may take
departmental action and the action may be intimated to concerned RO.

Operators crossing the threshold and dis-associated by Tech operations division in the
backend shall be permitted to re-onboard after completing re- training.

On receipt of intimation from the RO, concerned Registrar to initiate appropriate action
on the operator/supervisor based on the criteria mentioned as per this policy and an
action taken report to be furnished within 30 days, failing which an additional penalty of
Rs. 1 Lakh or 5 times of the financial disincentive as per the policy (whichever is lower)
can be imposed on recommendation of Standard Reconciliation Committee (SRC)
reports furnished by Regional Office (RO).

The financial dis-incentive shall be imposed at the time of calculating assistance, based
on the deficiency report furnished by Tech Operations Division and Standard
Reconciliation Committee (SRC) reports furnished by ROs.

Consequent to reduction in new enrolments, restrictions imposed for conducting new
enrolments at designated centres and changes in MBU policy, there can be reduction in
the assistance paid by UIDAI to the Registrars. However considering the increased
demand for update and new policies, the major part of the overall income of Registrar
shall be fee collected from residents. Accordingly, to reflect the scenario in response to
the changes, the present capping of LOo/o of the total amount payable to Registrar/EA
combination during the month shall be changed to LOo/o of the notional income
(assistance from UIDAI plus fee collected from resident on successful update).

Considering the UIDAI policy of 0o/o tolerance against corruption, the penalty on
corruption shall be applied over and above the penalty to be imposed as per deficiency
report. The financial disincentive on corruption to be imposed only as per
recommendation of SRC report submitted by RO, including on OBD survey cases.

iii.

iv.

V.

vi.

vil.

viii.

tx.

xi.

xii.
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UlDAl, while making payment of assistance to Registrars will deduct the amount on
account of financial disincentives. All the transactions during the previous month,
irrespective of enrolment for new Aadhaar or update shall be considered for assessing
the deficiencies.

UIDAI now permits Registrars for update only and considering proposed reduction in
number of new enrolments, it may not be possible to deduct the financial dis-incentive
including penalty on corruption from some of the Registrars. Hence, if amount of totat
penalty is more than the Assistance due from UlDAl, during the month, Registrar to
deposit the outstanding penalty amount to UIDAI within 30 days of receiving the
demand notice. ln case the Registrar fails to make the payment within 60 days of
issuing the notice, the Registrar shall be suspended from carrying out enrolmenUupdate
activity till allthe dues in this regard are cleared.
Considerinq the issues raised by the enrolment ecosystem in increase in the number of
DOE-I error during implementation of version 3 policy, it is decided to specify the
documents to be considered as fraudulent during the QC process and the list of
scenarios for considering the errors as DoE-l or DoE-2 during ec analysis, is
attached as annexure L with the policy for better understanding of all the end-users of
the eco-system.

ln case of any dispute on the financial disincentive imposed on the Registrar, the
concerned Registrar may raise the same in the next SRC meeting and action shall be
taken based on the decision of the SRC Committee. ln case any operators found
suspended/recommended to suspend wrongly, concerned RO can review the case and
revoke the suspension with approval of DDG RO. Any operators
deactivated/suspended under this policy or the previous policies can be re on-boarded
with RO recommendation, only after completing re-training.
ln addition to the financial dis-incentive imposed on the QC vendor for wrong rejection
or acceptance, QC operators doing more than 5 wrong acceptance/rejections in a
month shall also be disassociated for re-training.
Various deficiencies & financial disincentives /administrative actions are depicted in
below table:-

#
Financial

Disincentive (Rs)
Threshold and

suggested action
bv Reqistrar

Revised Frovision

L Gross violation of the
stipulated guidelines
with potential intent of
fraud-tampering of
UIDAI's software
(BYPASS of operator /
supervisor Biometrics)

t 100,000 per
machine

Suspension of
Operator for 5
years

UIDAI (RO/Tech Centre) shall
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate action.

Registrar should suspend the
Operator within L5 days, and inform
RO about the action taken on the
Operator, Failing which suspension
will be carried out by UIDAI RO.
ln case of no response from
Registrar, SRC can decide
additional penalty as per para 4 (ix)
for non compliance.

Criteria
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l/? ;7rz 1ffoss violation of the
stipulated guidelines
with potential intent of
fraud- inspections.
i. Overcharging
resident for UIDAI
services / involved in
corrupt practices.
ii. For running
unauthorized
enrolment center
found during
iii. Found involved in
corrupt practices
based on the
outbound dialer survey

t 50,000 per
incident

Suspension of
Operator for 1
year

UIDA! (RO/Tech Centre) shall
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate action.

Registrar should suspend the
Operator within 15 days, failing
which suspension will be carried out
by UIDAI Ro.

ln case of no response from
Registrar, SRC can decide
additional penalty as per para 4 (ix)
for non compliance.

3 Biometric Error I (BE-l)
i. Full finger prints or
full iris incorrectly
recorded as missing.
ii. Photo of photo with
in a Biometric
exception
iii. Exception photo of
a different person
iv. Exception photo of
an object

{ 50,000 per
packet.

For monthly
cumulative BE-l
errors

L For L-3 cases -
suspension of
Operator for 1
year

ll. For more than
3 cases -
suspension of
Operator for 5
years

Appropriate legal
action needs to
be taken if
cumulative error
is >=1, if
necessary.

UIDAI (RO/Tech Centre) shall
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate action.

Registrar should suspend the
Operator within 15 days, failing
which suspension will be carried out

ln case of no response from
Registrar, SRC can decide
additional penalty as per para 4 (ix)
for non compliance.

by

4 Photo of photo (PoP)
l. \I/hen a photo is of
other photograph lor
Non Human

t 50,000 per
packet.

i. Child (0-5 age
group): 1-3
cases. Can be
considered for
re-instating after
re-training.

ii. For L-5 cases
- (normal) and 4-
5 cases (child 0-
5 age group)
suspension of
Operator for 1
year

iii. For more than
5 cases -
suspension of
Operator for 5
years.

Aoorooriate leoal

UIDAI (ROffech Centre) shall
disassociate the operator and inform
the Registrar for taking appropriate
action.

Registrar should suspend the
Operator within l-5 days, failing
which suspension will be carried out
by UIDAI RO.
ln case of no response from
Registrar, SRC can decide
additional penalty as per para 4 (ix)
for non compliance.
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l/? ;?/2 )23 action may be
taken if
cumulative error
is >=1, if
necessary.

5 Document Error
(DoE D

i. Fraudulent document

ii. Missing document

{ 10,000 per
packet.

For monthly
cumulative DOE-
I errors

L For 1-3 cases
- suspension of
Operator for 1
year

ll. For more than
3 cases -
suspension of
Operator for 5
years

Appropriate legal
action needs to
be taken if
cumulative error
is >=1, if
necessary.

UIDAI (RO/Tech Centre) shall
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate action.

Registrar to take appropriate
decision about suspension/
retraining / reactivation of the
Operator.

Action taken report to be submitted
by Registrar to concerned RO within
30 days of intimation from RO.

6 Use of
unparliamentarily
Language / abusive
language in residents
demographics

{ L000 per
packet.

For monthly
cumulative such
errors

l. For l case -
Can be
considered for
re-instating after
re-training.

ll. For 2-3 cases
-Suspension of
Operator for 1-

year.

lll. For 4 or more
cases -
Suspension of
Operator for 5
years.

Appropriate legal
action needs to
be taken if
cumulative error
is >5, if
necessary.

UIDAI (RO/Tech Centre) shall
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate action.

Registrar to take appropriate
decision about suspension/
retraining / reactivation of the
Operator.

Action taken report to be submitted
by Registrar to concerned RO within
30 days of intimation from RO.

7 Document Error (DOE
il)

i. Poor quality
document
ii. lnvalid document

t 1000 per
packet

For monthly
cumulative DOE-
ll errors

l. For 30-100
cases - Can be

UIDAI (RO/Tech Centre) shall
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate action.

Reoistrar to take apPropriate
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;?/2 1[[ Demographic data
mismatch

considered for
re-instating after
re-training.

Il. For 100 or
more cases -
suspension of
Operator for 1
year.

decision about suspension/
retraining / reactivation of the
operator.

Action taken report to be submitted
by Registrar to concerned RO within
30 days of intimation from RO.

I Biometric Error ll (BE-
lt)

i. Bad quality photo in
exception photo

ii. Exception not visible
in exception photo

t 1000 per
packet

For monthly
cumulative BE-ll
errors

l. For 30-100
cases - Can be
considered for
re-instating after
re-training.

ll. For 100 or
more cases -
suspension of
Operator for L
year.

UIDAI (RO/Tech Centre) shal!
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate action.

Registrar to take appropriate
decision about suspension/
retraining / reactivation of the
Operator.

Action taken report to be submitted
by Registrar to concerned RO within
30 days of intimation from RO.

9 Biometric Error lll (BE
ril)

Photo not as per
guidelines

t L000 per
packet

For monthly
cumulative BE-lll
errors

l. For 30-100
cases - Can be
considered for
re-instating after
re-training.

ll. For 100 or
more cases -
suspension of
Operator for 1
year.

UIDA! (RO/Tech Centre) shall
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate action.

Registrar to take appropriate
decision about suspension/
retraining / reactivation of the
Operator.

Action taken report to be submitted
by Registrar to concerned RO within
30 days of intimation from RO.

10 Demographic Error
(DE)

i. Gender / Photo
mismatch
ii. Age/Photo
mismatch

iii. Error in Name /
incomplete Address

iv. Relationship
mismatch

t 1-000 per
packet

For monthly
cumulative DE
errors

L For 30-100
cases - Can be
considered for
re-instating after
re-training.

ll. For 100 or
more cases -
suspension of
Operator for L
year.

UIDAI (RO/Tech Centre) shall
disassociate the Operator and
inform the Registrar for taking
appropriate

Registrar to take appropriate
decision about suspension/
retraining / reactivation of the
Operator.

Action taken report to be submitted
by Registrar to concerned RO within
30 days of intimation from RO.

List of scenarios to be considered as fraudulent during QC analysis is attached as Annexure -1.
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Notes:

1. All new Enrolment and Update packets shall be considered for assigning & calculating deficiency.

2. Capping on penalty - The overall financial disincentive on account of deficiencies other than corruption
charges shall be as follows:

i. To be capped al LOo/o of notional income of Registrar (assistance from UIDAI plus fee collected
from resident on successful update).

ii. No capping shall be applicable for penalty on corruption.
iii. Penalty on corruption to be imposed only as per recommendation of SRC report.
iv. lf Amount of total penalty is more than the Assistance due from UlDAl, during the month,

Registrar to deposit the outstanding penalty amount to UIDAI within 30 days of receiving the
demand notice, else the same shall be deducted from future payments.

v. ln case the Registrar fails to make the payment within 60 days of issuing the notice, the Registrar
shall be suspended from carrying out enrolmenUupdate activity till all the dues in this regard are
cleared.

Only the e-mail services provided by NIC shall be used for official communications with
the Registrars/ Enrolment Agencies and that in case of non-State entities, their organisation mail
server should be used for email communication. Further, in cases where such organisational
mail servers are used, the emai! addresses used to communicate on official matters should be
verified with the entity concerned to establish its genuineness and a repository maintained of
such verified email addresses for checking whether an email received is from a duly verified
address."

5. Review of Registrar/EA based on adherence of process guidelines:

The EA is required to ensure compliance to processes prescribed by the UlDAl. Non-compliance
would attract appropriate action against the agency as per various provisions of the Aadhaar Act
as amended from time to time including action under Section 33A of the Act.

Activities deemed as non-compliant are listed below. This list is indicative and not exhaustive.
. Enrolling residents using unregistered enrolment stations or tampered softWare
. Sending spurious files to CIDR as enrolment packets
. Not complying with the enforcement of disassociation/suspension
. Engaging in activity that is against the process, policy and guidelines of UlDAl.
. Failure to conduct inspections and non-compliance Non compliance of repeated directions

to rectify the defects noticed during inspection.
The review pertaining to adherence to process guidelines could take place either during the
periodic review or as a result of complaints received from time to time. Based on the severity
and/ or recurrence of such complaints, appropriate action would be taken against the
Registrar/EA.

Notwithstanding the provisions made above, UIDAI reserves the right to take exemplary action
against Registrar/EAs in case the nature of error/ non-compliance is of great severity.

1. lns. by circular No. F. No. HQ-\60241212020-EU-|-HQ dated 03.10.2023
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6. Review of Operator performance based on soft skills:

The Operator is the individual who would interact with the resident. Hence appropriate interaction
of the Operator with the resident is imperative. Departure from this norm could attract action
against the Operator.

Actions deemed as inappropriate are listed below. This list is indicative and not exhaustive.
. Rude behavior or physical/ verbal abuse to the resident
. Charging money from the resident or promoting touts etc
. Miscommunication to residents with missing biometrics, stating that they cannot be enrolled
. Misguiding the resident in any manner that is contrary to the stated guidelines and

procedures of UIDAI

The review of Soft Skills would take place during the monthly review or as a result of complaints
received from time to time. Based on the severity and/ or recurrence of such complaints,
appropriate action would be taken against the Operator.

Notwithstanding the provisions made above, UIDAI reserves the right to take exemplary action
against an Operator/ supervisor in case the nature of error/ non-compliance is of great severity.

7, Objection or request for correction by respective Registrars and EAs:

The Registrars / Enrolment agencies will be given opportunity for objection or request for
correction to SRC committee decisions at respective Regional Offices as per Regisfar/RO
mapping. The Registrars are mapped with the UIDAI Regional Office, in whose jurisdiction
Registrar's head quarter is located.

ln case the Registrar has any objection on the decision taken by the RO, can furnish appeal to
DDG (E&U) for remedy.

8. The responsibility matrix for enforcement of financial disincentive and
administrative action shall be as follows:

S.
No.

tem lime lines
'in davs)

Responsibility

Financial Disincentive for specific deficiencies

1 Monthly Aadhaar generation and deficiencies report in
:rescribed template by 10s of every month.

D+10 Tech Centre, UIDAI

2 leceipt of report from RO level Standard Reconciliation
3ommittee (SRC) about corrupt practices & other relevant
Tatters

D+10 SRC at RO UIDAI

23 ssue of release order Assistance to Registrar by concerned
tegional Office by 20'h of every month.

D+20 RO, UIDAI

4 Submission of objection or request for correction by respective
legistrars and EAs to respective SRC by 30h of every month.

D+30 Registrars/EAs

5 lecommendation of SRC on the objections or request for
:orrection by 10n of following month.

D+40 SRC at RO UIDAI

6 iffecting the recommendation of reconciliation committee along
Mth the nen payment cycle.

D+50 E&U division, UIDAI

2. Amended by OM No. F. No. HQ-160331U2022-EU-|-HQ dated L3.0L.2023

RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX
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performance@
lrm.?ncg.based month
methodology for enforcing process guidelines and data

Tech Centre, UIDAI

of disassociation oT-ihE oFeEI6?

Monthly Review o
Review of ope-ator-lertormanG
based on soft skills

Major Over writing in standard
certificate or any other
documents
i) DOB - Any correction in
DOB
ii) Address - Use of
FluidA/Vhitener/paper paste
iii) Name - Addition of Mirtdle
Name
iv) Name& UID - Use of Fluidi
\,Vhitener/Paper paste
v) Manually created
Certificate - Name & Acldress
of Ceftifier only printed.

1. Blank
DocumenUPl
ain paper
scanned/Pro
of of
document
missing

a. Minor over writing
i) Date of lssue - Any

Correction
ii) Name - Correction in

one or more character
iii) Address - Overwriting on

House No./plot No./Other
Fields.

iv) Any minor correction on
supponing document other

than the changing field -
Conection with or without

lnitials.
b. Sign & photo of resident
missing
c. lssue date missing
d.. Certifier detailgsign/stamp
mrssrng
e. Validity date of certificate
(3 months from date of issue)
f. Cross sign & stamp
missing/not visible etc
g. lssuer's contact details
missing like contact
nu mber/desi g nation/address/
name.
h. Use of different stamps
(round stamp at one place
and stamp with Name/
designation) at certifier part
and on photo
i. Selection of wrong

calg.Sgry by operator against
valid document submittid by

1.. Data in document
should match with the
Enrolment slip and
request. Minor addition
such as explanation to
address can be accepted
except in case of UIDAI
Standard certificate.

1.
Document
is not
readable/P
oor Quality
scan

Resident's name, date of
birth is not matching with
the given document.

regular documents like DL,
passport, electricity bill,

Address of the resideni
like house no, VTC etc. is
not matching with the

cross stamp mEsing on the-

ANNEXURE.I:
Suggested scenarios ror considering ttr" "r-@

Certif icate tamperin g(over
writing /superimposed without
any attestation)

Upload of Acknowledgment
slip
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The above mentioned name of documents (POUPOA etc.) is subject to changes in the list of valid documents issued
by UIDAI from time to time.

?/zt
5

?3
Document of other person

Cross stamp missing on the
residenfs photo in school
extracUd isability certifi cate.

6
Photo of
Ohiect/screenshot/PicttIre

Without photo POI document
is not valid.

7
Aadhaar online appointment
slip

Resident Certificate/Domicile
Certif icate/ caste Certif icate
without photo is notvalid

8 Aadhaar enrolment form
Registered Sale / Lease
/Rent Agreement issued by
Notary is not valid

I Human Photo missing
Resident Certificate/ Domicile
certificate should be in the
name of resident only.

10 Photo of photo Provisional birth certlticate is
not valid for DOB.

7T
Unparliamentarily / Offensive
Language

Acknowledgment slips of any
govt. lD card like bhamasha
card-

L2
Age mismatch - for child
under the age group 0-5 (both
CELC and ECMP)

school lD cards wtnout
session or issue date is not
valid-

13

only front sicle of voter id
card is notvalid for POA.
Both the sides of voter id
earrl is renilired for POA-

L4
UIDAI standard certificate
issued by head teacher/up-
oradhan is not valid.

15
Offline Bank statement
without stamn is not valid

16
Document not as per Valid
List

L7
Documents lssued by State
Government Authorities

Suggested scenarios, Enrolment requests not to be rejected during QC

Sr.
No Criteria

7 Document signed by parents on behalf of minor ln Standard certificate

2 Siqnature of resident missinq in documents Documents like e-PAN etc
3 Name field : filled in small case, instead of Capital Letter ln Standard Certificate

Document Name


